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Jindal Stainless, India’s largest stainless steel manufacturer, recently completed 50 
glorious years of being a ‘Swadeshi’ Company, producing ‘Made in India’ stainless 
steel products and serving domestic and global markets. A part of the US$ 25 billion 
O. P. Jindal Group of Companies, Jindal Stainless has taken bold strides over the 
last 50 years – from pioneering the development and growth of the cost-effective 
200 series of stainless steel to becoming the world’s largest producer of high-quality 
precision strips for razor blades. Let me take you through this incredible journey and 
some rewarding moments in our history.

In his early entrepreneurial years, O. P. Jindal saw steel pipes with ‘Made in 
England’ seals on them in Kolkata, West Bengal. This moment fired his belly to 
bring about a ‘Swadeshi’ revolution in the country, by starting his own business in 
manufacturing steel pipes, bends and sockets. Soon after that, O. P. Jindal, along with 
his brothers and eldest son, Prithviraj Jindal, set up a humble bucket manufacturing 
mill in Hisar, Haryana, in 1960. 

In 1970, a mini steel plant was established as Jindal Strips Limited at Hisar. 
This plant manufactured hot rolled steel coils, plates, slabs and blooms through the 
Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) route using cost-effective raw materials to bring down 
production costs. As someone who wanted to bring India at par with international 
quality standards and develop indigenous grades of steels, O. P. Jindal established 
a premier in-house R&D wing in Hisar in 1977. This wing focused on new 
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product development, continuous process improvement, and 
import substitution of sophisticated grades of steels. A major 
breakthrough in stainless steel technology came along in 1979, 
when O. P. Jindal introduced Argon-Oxygen Decarburisation 
(AOD) as a first for the country. India witnessed its first 
indigenously manufactured stainless steel, with around 10,000 
tonnes produced by this time. This was also the year that Ratan 
Jindal entered the family business. 

By the year 1980, the company’s stainless steel products 
started gaining popularity in the domestic market with quality at 
par with imported stainless steel. Jindal Strips forged ahead as 
one of the largest stainless steel producers in India. Finally, in 
1986, the company came out with its Initial Public Offer (IPO) of 
12,00,000 equity shares and 4,80,000 non-convertible debentures.

In 1987, the company set up a Ferro Alloys Division at 
Kothavalasa, Vizag (then: Visakhapatnam), in order to tackle the 
vagaries of supply of Ferro Chrome. The plant was established 
with an annual production of 40,000 tonnes of High Carbon 
Ferro Chrome. It was time for the company to install and expand 
several downstream facilities. In 1990, it ushered a paradigm 
shift in the stainless steel markets of the world. The company 
led the commercialisation of 200 series of low-cost stainless steel 
for Indian markets, which was welcomed by countries across the 
globe. Following this, the company took a big and bold stride in 
manufacturing excellence in 1991 when it became an exclusive 
producer of stainless steel strips for making razor and surgical 
blades in India. 

In the next few years, Jindal Stainless 
continued its technological upgradation and 
also installed ultra-modern melting and casting 
shops with facilities such as Vacuum Oxygen 
Decarburisation (VOD) and Bloom Caster. 
The Hisar plant was expanded to incorporate 
Cold Rolling Operations. This enabled the 
company to produce sophisticated, high-
end stainless steel using imported high-end 
machinery. The steel melting capacity was 
thus expanded by 3,50,000 tonnes.

At the turn of the century, in the year 2000, 
Jindal Stainless initiated the production of 
stainless steel coin blanks. The very next year, 
under the leadership of Deepika Jindal, the 
company unveiled a premium homeware and 
tableware brand – Arttd’inox – which literally 
translates into ‘Art in Stainless Steel’. As the 
first consumer-facing brand of the company, 
Arttd’inox was created to combine the utility 
of stainless steel with the beauty of art. What 
started then with small household applications, 
is today a leading brand in creating bespoke 

modular kitchens.

After a brief restructuring of manufacturing operations at 
Jindal Strips, the company was re-christened to Jindal Stainless 
in 2002. Subsequently, in 2004, Jindal Stainless established its 
foothold in the South-East Asian and Oceania markets with the 
acquisition of a stainless steel Cold Rolling Plant in Indonesia. In 
2005, Ratan Jindal set the ball rolling for setting up a 1.6-million 
tonnes integrated stainless steel project at the Kalinganagar 
Industrial Complex in Jajpur, Odisha. In the same year, Jindal 
Stainless Foundation, the CSR arm of Jindal Stainless, was also 
established to organise and steer community development and 
healthcare programmes for peripheral communities, and the 
society at large.

During 2005-06, Jindal Stainless entered into a Joint Venture 
with Steelway and opened 4 service centres across India. Soon, 
to expand its global footprint, the company established a service 
centre, Iberjindal S.L., as a joint venture between Jindal Stainless 
and Fagor Industrial in southern Spain. By this time, stainless 
steel was widely accepted across a range of applications, like 
Architecture, Building & Construction (ABC), and Automobiles, 
Railway & Transport (ART) sectors, process industries, and white 
goods. This had enhanced the consumption of stainless steel 
outside the traditional hollowware segment. During the 2005-12 
period, stainless steel production in the country grew at a CAGR 
of 7.2%.  By the end of the last decade, India was the second 
largest consumer of stainless steel in the world, after China.

In 2008, the company’s Hisar plant reached its full potential 
at 0.8 MTPA (million tonnes per annum). However, owing 
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to the global recession in 2009, Jindal Stainless initiated its 
first Corporate Debt Restructuring, which was reworked three 
years later. This was also the time when the second phase of 
development started at the Jajpur plant, including the installation 
of Steel Melting Shop, Hot Strip Mill and Cold Rolling Mill 
complex. In 2011, the first heat was tapped from the steel melting 
shop in Jajpur. Additionally, in Hisar, the company expanded its 
horizon in the coin blank segment by initiating the production of 
bi-metallic coin blanks in 2013.

A landmark moment came for Jindal Stainless in 2014 when 
the company was selected to provide stainless steel to the world-
renowned International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor’s 
cryostat mega project in France. Of all the stainless steel suppliers 
in the world, we were among the two selected for this project, and 
we supplied 1,100 tonnes of material for this prestigious work.

By 2010, India was a burgeoning market for stainless steel, and 
being eyed by countries like China. Using government subsidies, 
Chinese producers added extreme surplus capacities to be able to 
flood markets in other countries with cheaper alternatives. The 
onslaught that began with China, and other free-trade nations, 
continues even today. 

In 2015, Abhyuday Jindal, son of Ratan Jindal, stepped into the 
business and took over the Vice Chairmanship of the company. 
This was also the year when the company was demerged into 
two entities, Jindal Stainless Limited and Jindal Stainless (Hisar) 
Limited. After his initial stint, where he managed several key 
functions in the company, Abhyuday Jindal took over the role of 
the Managing Director of Jindal Stainless in 2016. 

The company continued to excel on the technological front as 
well, and Jindal Stainless became India’s first metal manufacturing 
firm to migrate to HANA enterprise cloud platform in 2017. 
Moreover, the company forayed into the Defence sector by 
signing an agreement with DRDO to manufacture High Nitrogen 
Steel (HNS) and became India’s first company to commercially 
manufacture HNS. 

In a landmark development, through sustained efforts of the 
domestic industry, India overtook Japan to become the second 
largest stainless steel producer in the world after China in 2016. 
The Indian stainless steel melt shop production stood at 3.32 MT 
at the end of 2016, which was an increase of 8.50% over 2015. 

In 2020, the Jajpur plant expanded operations to produce 1.1 
MTPA, taking the company’s total capacity to 1.9 MTPA, which 
is eventually scalable to 4 MT. In the same year, Jindal Stainless 
successfully exited the Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR) 
mechanism, promising better value to investors, while providing 
the best quality products to its customers. 

The Indian stainless steel industry has come a long way in the 
last 50 years. Jindal Stainless has shaped this journey as much 
as we’ve been shaped by it. We can proudly say that it is much 
ahead of its peers despite a late start and is surely built on a strong 
foundation. As the industry leader, Jindal Stainless has always 
helped and handheld all stakeholders in the MSME sector and the 
government to build a comprehensive stainless steel ecosystem in 
the country. I am confident that with companies like ours, which 
also export world-class stainless steel to over 60 countries, India 
is completely Atmanirbhar in stainless steel manufacturing and 
can establish a global benchmark in flawless stainless steel. 
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